
RECOMMENDATIONS

“We are experiencing a great outpouring of the Holy 
Spirit, perhaps the greatest the world has ever known! 
In the midst of it all, God is restoring the office of apostle 
to His church to help us fulfill the Great Commission. 
With revelatory teaching, John Eckhardt makes it clear 
God is calling every Christian—from pastoral to lay-
person—to practice in the apostolic ministry as sent 
ones.”

—C. Peter Wagner 
CoFounder, World Prayer Center 

Chancellor, Wagner Leadership Institute

“John has given us an excellent comprehensive study 
in true apostolic ministry as a key to accomplishing 
the Great Commission—a mission we all want to see 
fulfilled!”

—John P. Kelly 
 Founder and Overseeing Apostle 
Antioch Churches and Ministries



“Exciting news of the restoration of apostles to the 
church makes fulfillment of the Great Commission 
seem suddenly within our reach! John Eckhardt’s pro-
found insights into the apostolic ministry will help us 
all prepare for the coming harvest—and the return of 
the King.”

—Dutch Sheets 
Author of The River of God

 
“Apostle John Eckhardt succinctly and accurately 
captures the key ingredient to twenty-first century 
Kingdom dominion—namely the restoration of the 
authority and power of apostolic commission upon the 
life of every believer.”

—Bishop Harold Calvin Ray 
 Pastor, Redemptive Life Fellowship, 

 West Palm Beach, FL



“Apostle John Eckhardt draws on his experience as a 
pioneer of the New Apostolic Reformation to show the 
necessity for the Church to receive God’s restoration 
of the ministry gift of the apostle. The truths revealed 
herein will cause the Body of Christ to understand why 
there cannot be completion—or even a ‘restitution of 
all things’—until this gift has been fully restored to 
the Church. The Spirit of God is now raising up New 
Testament apostles such as John Eckhardt to prepare us 
for the new millennium.”

—Ernest Leonard 
 Founder and President 
School of the Apostles 

 Provision of Promise Ministries

“Apostle John Eckhardt is destined to be known as an 
apostolic statesman of the twenty-first century.”

—Mary Crum 
 Founder and CoPastor 

Life Center Family Church, 
 Atlanta, GA
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INTRODUCTION

According to Webster’s Dictionary, a thesaurus is a 
dictionary of synonyms and antonyms; any dictionary, 
encyclopedia, or other comprehensive reference book; a 
storehouse, repository, or treasury. The inspiration to 
write a deliverance thesaurus came partly from the use 
of Roget’s Thesaurus in deliverance. This is summed up 
best by Win Worley in his book, Demolishing the Hosts 
of Hell, on page 61:

Roget’s Thesaurus is a unique dictionary cata-
log of synonyms arranged in topical form. Because 
demons tend to “cluster” in family groupings, the 
thesaurus can be an amazingly helpful instru-
ment to identify demons within a specific category. 
Commonly spirits in related “ family” groups are 
under a ruler. In deliverance, the gift of discern-
ment can zero in on a particular spirit. Often the 
Holy Spirit will give one the ruler’s name. When 
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this spirit is forced to manifest himself, his name, 
located in the thesaurus, becomes a tool to uncover 
his supportive network of demons. This will expe-
dite deliverance and assure a clean sweep of that 
particular group.

For example, if a spirit of selfishness was dis-
cerned and forced to manifest itself, reference to 
the thesaurus reveals his cohorts: Calculation, Self-
Centeredness, Egotism, Introversion, Narcissist, 
Stinginess, and Pride. To dig even deeper, each of 
these names can also be looked up to secure a more 
complete identification of various character defi-
ciencies and spiritual reinforcements that might be 
present.

Since identifying and uncovering demons by name 
is so important in deliverance, the idea to write a deliv-
erance thesaurus is well overdue. Demons congregate in 
“groupings,” and knowing how they link up is invalu-
able to the deliverance worker. This thesaurus will help 
the worker to identify the names of different spirits, and 
also group spirits together that tend to “cluster” within 
people seeking deliverance. It will also be a handy ref-
erence book that the deliverance worker can refer to 
from time to time that will hopefully be a storehouse 
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of information that will help destroy the works of the 
Devil.

The names listed will not only be synonyms of the 
most common spirits we deal with in deliverance, but 
also spirits that tend to group with them, and other 
information that will be helpful in setting a person free 
in a particular area. Names are important because they 
help us to identify the Enemy. Remember that Satan is 
a “ruler of darkness” (see Ephesians 6:12) and does not 
like to be exposed. He and his cohorts work best when 
they are able to operate in obscurity and darkness. When 
light and identification come (often through a name), 
their authority is broken and their work destroyed.

—John Eckhardt
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PREFACE

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
And he asked him, What is thy name?  

And he answered, saying, My name is Legion:  
for we are many. 

—Mark 5:9

Some argue that we don’t need to know the specific 
names of demons. After all, what’s in a name? A name 
is a word or phrase that designates a person. Remember 
that when we are dealing with demons, we are dealing 
with personalities, not things. Names are what we use 
to identify persons. If someone shouts in a crowd, “Hey 
YOU! Come here!” you wouldn’t know which “you” the 
person was calling. But if someone shouts your name in 
a crowd, there would be an immediate response.
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Therefore, names are used to identify. Each of us 
receives a name at birth that will identify us for the rest 
of our lives. You will answer to that name thousands of 
times throughout life.

On the other hand, to be nameless means to be 
obscure or undistinguished. It means to be anony-
mous—that is, not recognized. Demons don’t want you 
to recognize them. They want to be anonymous. Even 
though they have names, they would rather you not 
know it.

It is helpful sometimes to know the exact names of 
spirits you are dealing with, to destroy any excuse the 
demons have to stay. Sometimes demons try to use the 
excuse that their exact name was not called.

Mark 5:9 gives us a key revelation in dealing with 
the Enemy. Jesus commanded the spirit to identify itself 
by name. Once the Enemy identified himself, Jesus cast 
him out. This is the power of identification. Identifying 
the Enemy is a key to casting him out. The more believ-
ers can identify the Enemy by name, the more success-
ful they will be in driving the Enemy out.

The name of Jesus is the name given above every 
name (Philippians 2:9). His name, therefore, gives us 
authority over every demon name. The names found 
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in this thesaurus are all subject to the name of Jesus. 
Again, the emphasis is name—the name of Jesus versus 
the name of demons. Thank God for the name of Jesus, 
the name above every name.





THESAURUS LISTING
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A

ABADDON (APOLLYON)

Destruction, destroyer; a place of destruction; 
the depths of hell. Works with spirits of death, 
hell, and the grave (Hades).

ABANDONMENT

Rejection, forsaken, “grieved in spirit” (Isaiah 
54:6), deserted, cast away, cast aside, neglect, 
orphan, hurt, deep hurt, widow, orphan, 
unloved, outcast, unwanted, loneliness, iso-
lation. Operates in widows, orphans, and 
adopted children, making them feel abandoned 
by loved ones.

ABDOMEN

Stomach, belly, gut. Serpentine spirits of lust 
and scorpion spirits of fear can lodge and oper-
ate in the stomach and lower abdomen. We 
sometimes lay hands on the stomach area and 
command them to manifest themselves and 
come out.
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ABNORMAL

Bizarre, deviant, strange, weird, unnatu-
ral, uncommon, odd, unusual, irregular. 
(When demons are in operation, the result 
will be abnormalities; things that cannot be 
explained naturally are often demonic.)

ABOMINATION

Obscenity, disgrace, anathema, abhorrence, 
evil, curse, horror. (Homosexuality, lesbianism, 
idolatry, witchcraft, pride, lying, and cheating 
are all considered abominations in Scripture.)

ABORTION

Molech (Leviticus 20:1–5), spirits of Ammon 
(Amos 1:13), miscarriage, murder, premature 
termination of fetus. Works with adultery, 
death, destruction, and hatred of children.

ABSALOM

Pride, seduction, rebellion, vanity, treachery, 
betrayal, sedition, self-promotion, self-exalta-
tion, self-destruction, death. Works in minis-
tries to undermine authority (2 Samuel 15).
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ABUSE

Offense, mistreatment, torment, criticism, 
cursing, exploitation, perversion, hurt; sexual 
abuse (rape, incest, molestation); mental 
abuse (mind control, domination); physi-
cal abuse (beaten, bruised, cruelty); religious 
abuse (legalism, control, guilt, shame, cults); 
emotional abuse (hurt, deep hurt, wounds); 
doormat (makes others walk all over a person); 
unforgiveness, bitterness, hatred (of abuser), 
anger, resentment, fear (of hurt, of being 
abused), memory recall. Break curses of abuse 
and cast out related spirits of abuse.

ACCIDENT

Spirits causing casualty, disaster, calam-
ity, injury, catastrophe, mishap, misfortune, 
trauma. Often operates through a curse.

ACCUSATION

Satan (accuser, slanderer), Diabolos, accuser 
of the brethren (spirits that work through 
believers to accuse one another), slander, sus-
picion, schizophrenia, betrayal, jealousy, envy, 
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paranoia, faultfinding, bitterness, hatred, 
finger-pointing, judging, false accusation.

ADDICTION

Compulsion, obsession, alcohol, drugs (illegal 
and prescription), nicotine, caffeine, sugar, 
exercise, spendthrift, food, craving. Addiction 
spirits lodge in the appetite, stomach, mouth, 
throat, taste buds, and nose. They enter 
through rejection and inheritance.

ADULTERY

Lust, fornication, unfaithfulness, promiscuity, 
immorality, harlotry, whoredom, extramari-
tal affair, infidelity, lying, deception, carnal-
ity, backsliding. Lodges in the eyes (2 Peter 
2:14); works with Jezebel (Revelation 2:20). 
Destruction (Proverbs 6:32), wounds, dis-
honor, reproach, shame, a marriage-breaking 
spirit. Operates through curses of lust and 
adultery.

AFFECTATION

Theatrics, playacting, pretension, hypocrisy. 
Works with schizophrenia.
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AHAB

Works with Jezebel; destruction of the family 
priesthood; weakness in males; fear; abdication 
of authority; weak, irresponsible, abdicating.

AIMLESSNESS

Wandering, drifting, straying, indecision, 
purposeless.

ALCOHOLISM

Bacchus (god of drunkenness), drunkenness, 
addiction and craving for alcohol; delirium tre-
mens, intemperance, intoxication. Works with 
pride (Isaiah 28), rejection, poverty (Proverbs 
23:21), wounds, hurt, bruises, sorrow, contention, 
lust, perversion, insomnia, violence (Proverbs 
23:29–35), rage, mockery (Proverbs 20:1), escape. 
Break all curses of alcohol and addiction.

ALLERGIES

Asthma, hay fever, respiratory problems, 
bronchitis; spirits operating in the sinuses and 
lungs. Works through curses of infirmity and 
inheritance.
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AMMON

Incest, perversion, abortion. Entered the son of 
Lot and his daughter through incest (Genesis 
19:30–38).

ANCESTRAL

Hereditary, maternal, paternal, genealogical, 
traits, ethnic, racial, family line, bloodline, 
roots, family tree. Ancestral and hereditary 
curses are the result of the sins of the fathers 
(Jeremiah 32:18), especially witchcraft, occult-
ism, perversion, and idolatry.

ANGER

Animosity, choler, fury, gall, hatred, rage, resent-
ment, temper, indignation, wrath (gives place to 
the Devil: Ephesians 4:26–27); violence, murder, 
cruelty (Genesis 49:6), bitterness, unforgive-
ness, retaliation, spite, revenge, outrage, hostility, 
enmity, foolishness. Command anger to come out 
of the bosom (Ecclesiastes 7:9).

ANGUISH

Suffering, torment, pain, agony, distress, afflic-
tion, heartache, grief, misery, sorrow, torture, 
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grief, anxiety, cruelty, bondage (Exodus 6:9), 
dire straits.

ANIMOSITY

Hostility, enmity, contention, hatred, anger, 
strife, resentment, revenge, retaliation, spite, gall.

ANOREXIA NERVOSA

Eating disorder, starvation, death, fear of 
becoming fat, compulsive dieting, depression, 
self-rejection.

ANTICHRIST

A religious spirit: operates strongly in false 
religions; fights against Christ and the truth of 
the Gospel; blasphemy, false teaching, error (1 
John 4:1–6).

ANTI-SEMITISM

Hatred of Jews, bigotry, prejudice, Ishmael, 
Nazi.

ANTI-SUBMISSIVE

Stubbornness, rebellion, disobedience, self-
will, pride.
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ANXIETY

Worry, apprehension, dread, fear, nervous-
ness, panic, restlessness, uneasiness, tension, 
fretfulness.

APATHY

Unconcern, indifference, lethargy, passivity, 
coldness, detachment, insensitivity, listlessness, 
stoicism.

APHRODITE

Lust, perversion, sensuality, Venus, false love.

APPETITE

Spirits operating in the appetite include addic-
tion, gluttony, lust for food, eating disorders, 
anorexia nervosa, bulimia, starvation, loss of 
appetite.

APPREHENSION

Fear, dread, anxiety, nervousness, worry, alarm, 
suspicion, mistrust.
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ARGUMENTATIVE

Debate, dispute, contention, strife, quarrel-
some, discord, disagreement.

ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT

Spirits that hinder from growing into adult-
hood: immaturity, hindrance, blockage, 
obstruction of the personality, foolishness, 
infantile, juvenile, adolescent; bound and 
blocked personality.

ARROGANCE

Rahab (Psalm 89:10), Leviathan (Job 41), pride, 
insolence, conceit, disdain, ego, haughtiness, high-
mindedness, loftiness, self-love, self-importance, 
vanity, presumption, scorn, overbearing pride, 
pretension, exaggerated opinion of oneself.

ARTHRITIS

Enters through unforgiveness and inheritance; 
pain, torment.
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ASHTORETH

Female deity of Baal; fertility goddess; lust, 
sensuality, debauchery, drunkenness.

ASTHMA

Allergies, respiratory problems.

ATHEISM

Unbelief, skepticism, doubt, humanism.

ATTENTION GETTING

Affectation, playacting, schizophrenia, 
rejection.


